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RSC8 MISSION STATEMENT 
Regional Service Commission 8 is committed to providing and facilitating regional 

service delivery in an open and transparent way.  

We will look for ways to collaborate to find efficiencies in delivering those services 

that benefit the Region as a whole, while respecting local interests.  

We will be respectful of each other and our member communities as we work to 

build collaboration in our region so we can become stronger together. 

 

 

AT RSC8 WE BELIEVE IN 
Being respectful 

Holding ourselves accountable for results 

Working collaboratively 

Making a difference   
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PROFILE  
OF THE REGION 
Located in the south-central part of the 

province, the Regional Service Commission 8 

(RSC8) has an area of 3,400 square 

kilometers. 

Communities 

The RSC8 region is characterized by 

suburban/rural communities. It includes two 

towns (the Town of Hampton and the Town 

of Sussex), two villages (The Village of Norton 

and the Village of Sussex Corner), and 14 

local service districts (LSDs) (Brunswick, 

Cardwell, Hammond, Hampton, Havelock, 

Johnston, Kars, Norton, Springfield, 

Studholm, Sussex, Upham, Waterford, 

Wickham). While the majority are located in 

Kings County, 3 Local Service Districts 

(Johnston, Wickham and Brunswick are 

situated in Queens County. Of note, the 14 

Local Service districts encompass 182 

unincorporated areas. 

Population 

The RSC8 region has a total population of 

29,000 and combined assessed property 

values of approximately $2,467 billion. 

Currently, 61 per cent of the population 

resides within the unincorporated areas and 

39 per cent of the population resides within 

municipalities. 

 

 

 

 

Economics 

The economic base of this region is 

supported through natural resource-based 

industries, primarily forestry, along with, 

agriculture, tourism, service industries and 

retail businesses. Proportionately, the region 

has 3.5 times as many people employed in 

agriculture compared to Canada as a whole.  

Communities within this region, with the 

exception of the Town of Hampton and the 

LAD of Hampton, are cost sharing on solid 

waste through the RSC8.  

From an economic standpoint, the 

workforce in the region is aging with 25% of 

the workforce over the age of 55. Also, 40% 

of the regions entrepreneurs and small 

business owners are over the age of 55 and 

heading towards retirement. To compound 

this issue, the economy was negatively 

impacted during 2020 from tourism through 

most local business given the worldwide 

COVID – 19 pandemic. A positive outlook is 

being viewed for the latter part of 2022 with 

the easing of mandates and a slow return to 

a more normal way of life. 
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Planning Services 

Presently the LSDs, the Village of Norton and 

the Village of Sussex Corner receive land use 

planning services from Regional Service 

Commission 8. The Town of Sussex and 

Hampton provides its own land use planning 

services. 

Policing 

Policing in the region is provided by the 

RCMP through various agreements. In terms 

of fire prevention and suppression services, 

there are currently 12 separate fire 

departments (three municipal, and nine LSD 

serving the region. 

 

  



 

 

  

GOVERNANCE 

& ADMINISTRATION 
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GOVERNANCE  
& ADMINISTRATION 
MEMBER COMMUNITIES 
Municipalities 

Village of Sussex Corner  Village of Norton 

Town of Hampton  Town of Sussex 

Local Service Districts 

Hammond   Waterford   Springfield 

Cardwell   Sussex    Hampton 

Brunswick    Wickham   Upham 

Johnston   Studholm    Kars 

Havelock    Norton 

 

RSC8 BOARD MEMBERS 
Traditionally, the Regional Service Commission is governed by a Board of Directors consisting of 

the Mayors of Sussex, Hampton, Norton and Sussex Corner along with 7 Local Service District 

Representatives (at-large).  

The Minister of Environment and Local Government reconstituted the Board of Directors in June 

of 2021. The Board resumed their fiduciary duties from the previously appointed Trustee and 

provided approval for the 2022 Operating Budget. Board Members are as follows:

John Sabine Chair, Representative Local Service District (LSD) 

Wayne Wilkins Vice-Chair, Mayor Village of Sussex Corner 

David Cruickshank Representative Local Service District (LSD) 

Ann-Marie Snyder Mayor Village of Norton 

Charity McDonald Representative Local Service District (LSD) 

Karin Boye Representative Local Service District (LSD) 

Marc Thorne Mayor Town of Sussex 

Robert Doucet Mayor Town of Hampton 

Mary Ann Coleman Representative Local Service District (LSD) 

Elaine Daley Representative Local Service District (LSD) 
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PLANNING REVIEW & ADJUSTMENT 
COMMITTEE 
The Planning Review and Adjustment 

Committee (PRAC) is appointed by the 

Regional Service Commission to carry out 

advisory and decision-making functions as 

specified under the provincial Community 

Planning Act.  

These responsibilities include, but are not 

limited to, decisions or recommendations on 

development applications and land use 

planning advice to either the Municipal 

Council or the Minister of Environment and 

Local Government. The decisions and 

recommendations made by this Committee 

are guided by the provisions of the 

Community Planning Act, and any regulations 

and by-laws thereunder. 

The deliberations of the Committee are 

supported by the analysis and advice of 

professional staff of RSC8. The RSC8 PRAC 

serves the Villages of Norton and Sussex 

Corner as well as the 14 Local Service Districts 

within Region 8. 

PRAC Members 

 

• David Henderson, Chairman 

• Robert Bates 

• John Blenis 

• Rick Horton 

• Susan Northrup 

• Harold Keith 

The Committee met several times during 

2021. Meetings were held in the months 

of April, May, June July, September, and 

November. 

 

STANDING COMMITTEES 
Standing Committees of the Board were reconstituted in the latter part of 2021 and are as 

follows: 

Oversight Committee 

 

• John Sabine 

• Karin Boye 

• Mary Ann Coleman 

Solid Waste Committee 

 

• Marc Thorne 

• John Sabine 

• Ann Marie Snyder 

• Dave Cruickshank 

Finance Committee 

 

• Mary Ann Coleman  

• Karin Boye 

• Charity McDonald 
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ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE 
Per the Regional Service Delivery Act Section 9(1), the business and affairs of the Commission 

is directed and controlled by a board of directors. The Board of Directors of RSC 8 consists of 

ten directors from the area of Queens and Kings County. As established per the formula 

contained in Regulation 2012-109 under the Regional Service Delivery Act Section 7(1), there are 

six directors from Local Service Districts (LSDs) and four directors from municipalities. For 

most of 2021 the Commission was under the direction of a Trustee as appointed by the 

Minister of Environment and Local Government.  

The Executive Director reports to the Board (Trustee) and ensures the day-to-day operations of 

the Commission are maintained per the Act. The Executive Director is responsible for the 

organizational operations of the Commission. The organization comprises of three divisions: 

Corporate, Solid Waste and Planning/Building Inspections. 

The detailed chart on the next page depicts the organizational structure, recognizing the 

importance of its members at the highest level of organizational chart. 
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Residents of RSC8

Member Communities 
LSDs of Hammond, Cardwell, Brunswick, Johnston, Havelock, Waterford, Sussex, Wickham, Studholm, Norton, 

Springfield, Hampton, Upham, Kars; Town of Hampton; Town of Sussex; Village of Norton; Village of Sussex 
Corner

Board of Directors / Trustee

Executive Director
Steve Roberts

Director Planning
Connor Tripp

Building Inspector
Brian Hook

Building Inspector 
Wayne Mercer

GIS Analyst
Gerald Legacy

Planner
Cathy Alward

Director 
Finance/Administration

Mark Flewwelling

Admin. Coordinator
Beverley Wilcox

Admin. Officer
Amanda Kyle

Director Solid Waste
Andrea Davis-Hourihan

PR / Education
Kaitlin Steeves 

(on leave)

PR / Education
James Keirstead

Scale Operator
Alaine Murphy

Yard Foreman
Tyler Keirstead

Yard Foreman
Curtis Morgan

Labourer
Jessica Brown

Labourer
Gerry Keirstead

Labourer
Tylor Armstrong
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SERVICE PROVISIONS 

Land Planning and Inspection Services 

According to the Regional Service Delivery Act, Regional 

Service Commissions (RSCs) are responsible for 

providing local land use planning services to all 

members that are local service districts and can 

enter into an agreement to provide such a service to 

its municipal members. 

Regional Service Commission 8’s (RSC8) powers and 

responsibilities with respect to land use planning are 

outlined in the Community Planning Act. These 

generally include: 

• the development and administration of rural 

plans, and building and subdivision by-laws, 

• approvals of new subdivisions, 

• planning advice to municipalities, rural 

communities, and the Minister of Local 

Government and Local Governance Reform 

• the issuance of building permits, and 

• inspection services for new developments 

and buildings. 

RSC8 also provides education to municipal councils, 

rural community committees and the public with 

respect to land use and environmental issues, 

planning, and the National Building Code. It liaises with 

community representatives and develops 

partnerships with the communities it serves. 

  

RSC8 provides local land 

use planning services to 

the following 

communities: 

 

Local Service Districts 

• Cardwell  

• Brunswick  

• Hammond  

• Hampton 

• Havelock 

• Johnston 

• Kars 

• Norton  

• Springfield 

• Studholm 

• Sussex 

• Wickham 

• Waterford  

• Upham 

 

Municipalities 

 

• Village of Norton 

• Village of Sussex Corner 
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Subdivision Development 

Subdivision is the process of altering legal property boundaries. It usually involves the dividing of 

a property into smaller parcels of land. It can also include the realignment of existing property lines 

or the consolidation of one or more properties into a single parcel. RSC8 staff are responsible for 

overseeing and granting approvals for the subdivision of land. While staff is ultimately responsible 

for subdivision approvals, some subdivision plans require additional approval from the Planning 

Review and Adjustment Committee (PRAC). Some examples of the types of subdivision plans that 

would require the PRAC’s approval are lots that require the creation of a public road, a variance to 

a lot size, and/or the creation of a lot that does not front onto a public road.  

In 2021, RSC8 approved a total of 73 subdivisions, involving the creation of 114 building lots. The 

total number of subdivision approvals represents an 82.5% increase from the subdivision 

approvals from 2020, and the number of approved building lots increased by 111.1%. 

 

 

For a breakdown of the number of subdivisions and lots created by community please refer to the next page.  

2021 Distribution of New Lots

Sussex Corner Norton Kings LSDs Queens LSDs
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2021 Subdivision Approvals 

Villages Subdivisions Building Lots 
Percent of 

Total Lots 

Sussex Corner 1 1 .88% 

Norton 3 3 2.63% 

Total Villages 4 4 3.51% 

Local Service Districts Subdivisions Building lots 
Percent of total 

lots 

Cardwell 9 15 13.16% 

Hammond 1 4 3.51% 

Hampton 6 8 7.02% 

Havelock 2 2 1.75% 

Kars 6 12 10.53% 

Norton 3 3 2.63% 

Springfield 5 6 5.26% 

Studholm 9 13 11.40% 

Sussex 12 14 12.28% 

Upham 5 7 6.14% 

Waterford 3 3 2.63% 

Total Kings LSDs 61 87 76.32% 

Brunswick 2 11 9.65% 

Johnston 4 10 8.77% 

Wickham 2 2 1.75% 

Total Queens LSDs 8 23 20.18% 

Total LSDs 69 110 96.49% 

Grand Total 73 114 100% 
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Building Activity 

Obtaining a building permit ensures that a development is in conformity with the building 

regulations and bylaws as well as the National Building Code. Building permits are issued for the 

protection of the property owner and for the safety of future property owners and occupants. 

Since June of 2002, following the adoption of a supplementary building regulation by the Provincial 

Government, structural building inspection services have been provided to all rural areas within 

the Province.  

In 2021, RSC8 issued 311 building permits, representing a 12.3% increase over the 277 permits 

issued in 2020. The total value of construction was $30.2 million which is an increase from the total 

value of construction of $18.6 million in 2020.  

 

Building Activity by Sector – 2021 

Total Building Permits Building Permits 
Value of 

Construction 

Percent of 

Total 

Residential  

(including accessory buildings) 
303 $29,564,091 97.89% 

Agricultural 2 $255,000 0.84% 

Commercial 1 $10,000 0.03% 

Public Buildings 3 $19,600 .06% 

Industrial 2 $352,500 1.17% 

Total 311 $30,201,191 100.00% 

 

Of the 311 Residential building permits issued in 2021, 173 of those were for new housing starts. 

New housing starts includes new single-family homes, installation of mini homes and seasonal 

residential developments. The construction value of those 173 permits was $23,819,822 which 

compares to 88 building permits valued at $11,443,048 in 2020 for new housing starts.  
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Below is a detailed breakdown of 2021 construction in individual Local Service Districts (LSDs) and 

Villages. 

2021 Building Activity (compared with 2020) 

  2021 2020 

Location 
Building 

Permits 

Value of 

Construction 
Percent 

Value of 

Construction 
Percent 

Sussex Corner Village  21 $1,150,100 4% $811,500.00 4.36% 

Norton Village  19 $1,195,500 4% $1,308,600.00 7.03% 

Cardwell  20 $2,042,180 7% $1,183,500.00 6.36% 

Hammond  6 $88,000 0% $5000 0.03% 

Hampton  46 9,908,300 30% $4,144,700 22.27% 

Havelock  7 $382,000 1% $1,143,048 6.14% 

Kars  13 $1,446,000 5% $179,000 0.96% 

Norton  18 $1,554,200 5% $564,804 3.03% 

Springfield 32 $2,303,422 8% $1,175,350 6.31% 

Studholm  40 $4,238,500 14% $2,210,900 11.88% 

Sussex  26 $1,663,800 6% $2,125,850 11.42% 

Upham  10 $726,889 2% $1,178,500 6.33% 

Waterford  11 $1,185,000 4% $295,500 1.59% 

Total 269 $27013,891 89% $16,326,252.00 87.72% 

Brunswick  12 $961,000 3% $237,500.00 1.28% 

Johnston  20 $1,483,200 5% $650,000.00 3.49% 

Wickham  10 $743,000 3% $1,398,449.00 7.51% 

Total 42 $3,187,300 11% $2,285,949.00 4.36% 

GRAND TOTAL 311 $30,201,191 100.00% $18,612,201.00 100.00% 
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Building Permits for Electrical 

Separate building permits are issued for electrical upgrades and electrical changeovers for existing 

structures in cases where no structural building activity is taking place. These Building Permits for 

Electrical Only are forwarded to the electrician who then applies for a wiring permit from Public 

Safety. A total of 35 electrical building permits were issued during the year. 

 

Status of Rural Plans 

Local Service 

District of 

Waterford 

Public hearings were heard on the Waterford Rural Plan and Plan 

ultimately received Ministerial approval in early 2022.  

Local Service 

District of 

Johnston 

The development of a rural plan for the LSD of Johnston is in draft 

form with anticipated completion in 2022 

Local Service 

District of Sussex 

The development of a rural plan for the LSD of Sussex was started 

in 2020. Work on this plan continues with the Committee, however 

delays were encountered with the loss of our Planning Director and 

Planner mid 2021, coupled with the ongoing COVID restrictions. We 

anticipate the completion of the this plan in 2022 as well. 

 

Other Items of Note 

During the year both the Planning Director and the Planner pursued career changes in other 

organizations, leaving RSC8 with a void in the Planning area. The organization was able to 

successfully operate in the area during the latter part of 2021 by contracting the services of the 

Planning Director on the Greater Miramichi along with the Planning department of RSC11. 

Commencing March 2022, the services of Dillion Consulting will be acquired to take RSC8 through 

December 31, 2022. 
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Solid Waste 
In accordance with the Regional Service Delivery Act, RSC8 is tasked with providing a solid waste 

disposal service to all its members. These services are provided to the Town of Sussex, Villages of 

Sussex Corner and Norton, and the LSDs of Norton, Hammond, Johnston, Springfield, Kars, 

Wickham, Sussex, Havelock, Studholm, Brunswick, Upham, Waterford and Cardwell. While both 

the LSD and Town of Hampton are within Region 8’s service boundaries, they have elected to 

participate in the Fundy Region solid waste program.  

RSC8 provides residential, institutional, commercial, and industrial waste services to residents and 

businesses within its service area. These services are provided through the 3-Stream Residential 

Waste Program, the Regional Waste Management Facility (RWMF), and public information and 

education programs. Collection is managed by contracts between the haulers and the 

municipality or, in the case of unincorporated areas, the Province. 

The Regional Waste Management Facility has been operated by RSC8 since early 2016. All waste 

generated by RSC8 members is received at the facility, processed through our diversion 

programming, consolidated, and shipped to Eco360 for further processing. 
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SOLID WASTE 
COMMITTEE 
RSC8 seeks guidance, advice, and insight 

from the Solid Waste Committee which 

normally meets monthly. In February 2019 

the Minister of Environment and Local 

Government dissolved the Board and 

related subcommittees and appointed a 

trustee to oversee the operations of the 

Commission. 

The Board was re-established in June of 

2021.  The Solid Waste Committee was re-

established in January 2022 and will be 

featured in the next report. 
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COVID-19 
 

The COVID-19 pandemic continued through 

the 2021 operational year. Continually 

changing regulations meant our operations 

had to be responsive and able to quickly 

adapt to ensure the health and safety of 

visitors and staff. 

Staff continued to work with additional 

personal protective equipment and adapted 

to social distancing regulations. Due to the 

requirement to distance from visitors, staff 

were unable to be as helpful as they had 

become accustomed. 

Supplies and additional cleaning protocols 

continued to negatively affect operational 

expenses and wait times at the facility. 

Staff morale continues to be a concern due 

to the added stresses of operating in a global 

pandemic. We have made our Employee 

Assistance Program available to employees 

and ensured that it is readily accessible to 

staff that wish to use the program. 

We have seen negative impacts in waste 

sorting now that residents are home more 

often and are continuing our public 

education efforts accordingly. 
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Back row (left to right): Katie Steeves, James Keirstead, Alaine Murphy, Andrea Davis-Hourihan 

Front row (left to right): Curtis Morgan, Tylor Armstrong, Daniel Savoie 

 

 
SOLID WASTE TEAM 
We have recently welcomed several new members of the RSC8 Solid Waste Team: 

• Curtis Morgan  Foreman & Heavy Equipment Operator 

• Tylor Armstrong  Labourer 

• Daniel Savoie   Labourer (early 2022) 

• James Keirstead  Public Relations & Education Officer 

 

They join the existing team: 

• Andrea Davis-Hourihan Solid Waste Director 

• Alaine Murphy  Scale Operator 

• Katie Steeves   Public Relations & Education Officer (On Leave) 
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BY THE NUMBERS 
 

In 2021 the total weight of solid waste received 

at the facility was 11,600 metric tonnes, 

which is an increase of 4% from 2020 (11,175 

tonnes). RSC8 processed 5,412 tonnes of 

residential solid waste, 3,937 tonnes of 

commercial solid waste, and 1,123 tonnes of 

solid waste from cash customers. 

The Commission attributes this increase to 

the strong housing market and a marked 

increase in Construction and Demolition 

material entering the facility.  

Total revenue for Solid Waste was $1,953,693 

which is an increase of 14% from 2020 

($1,712,303).  This revenue is derived from 

$891,123 in ICI, $595,948 from member communities (residential), and $60,038.44 from diversion 

and recycling programs. The remainder is made up of transfer funds (base amount) from serviced 

communities and scale-only (weighing) tickets. 

Tonnage Received

ICI - Not Sorted ICI - Sorted

Residential Residential Cleanup
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RECYCLING & DIVERSION 
RSC8 operates several recycling and diversion programs designed to minimize the amount of 

waste transferred to Eco360, reducing the cost of solid waste for member communities. 

These programs include: 

• Cardboard diversion & baling  153 tonnes  $9,337 revenue 

• Metal diversion   174 tonnes  $28,957 revenue 

• White goods diversion  --   $14,450 revenue 

• Refundable products   --   $1,294 revenue 

• C&D material diversion  1,179 tonnes  $101,800 savings 

• RPM program (plastic jugs)  240 kilograms  $28 savings 

In 2021, 1,746 tonnes of material were diverted through these programs, generating $59,363 in 

revenue. This represents a net revenue increase of approximately $202,500 when considering 

the tipping fees that would result from hauling this material directly to Eco360 for processing. 
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BATTERY & CFL 
PROGRAM 
RSC8 collects household batteries and CFL bulbs from several 

community receptacles located throughout the service area. 

These items are collected and transported to the Eco360 

HHW facility in Moncton for safe recycling. 

Since the battery program began in 2013 we have collected 

and recycled 18.8 tonnes of batteries. CFL and LED bulb 

collection began in 2018 and has diverted 1,463 bulbs from 

the landfill. 

In March of 2021 we began recording location-level statistics 

during our pickups. This data allowed us to prioritize 

collections based on need, reducing travel expenses under 

the program and allowing us to prioritize locations and 

minimize visits during the pandemic. 

Despite the ongoing challenges presented by the COVID-19 

pandemic we set a record in the number of batteries 

collected.  Bulb recycling decreased slightly; however, we 

believe this is attributed to the rise in popularity of LED bulbs 

in household use. LED bulbs have a significantly longer 

lifespan than CFL bulbs, reducing the overall environmental impact of residential lighting. 

 

950 1,080 1,160

2,270 2,300

1,900

2,600

2,970

3,541

188
335

512 428

2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

Battery & CFL Program - Year Over Year

Batteries (kg) Bulbs (qty)

In 2021 we recycled: 

 

3.54 tonnes of 
batteries 

 

428 CFL & LED bulbs 
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PUBLIC AWARENESS 
COVID-19 continued to interfere with our public engagement plans, as in-person festivals and 

community events were largely prohibited. Instead, we focused on social media materials and 

additional education resources to help residents navigate the three-stream system and our 

recycling programs. 

With additional focus on social media messaging, 

we developed a consistent visual identity for all 

social media messages. This allows our 

messaging to be recognizable in social media 

streams and helps our messages stand out. This 

was a priority as many other organizations are 

competing for the same social media space. 

 

The RSC8 Facebook page experienced continued growth throughout 2021. The year began with 

1145 “likes” and ended with 1235.  Facebook posts were viewed a total of 113,999 times in 2021. 

 

 

 

  

1145

1170
1183

1194
1206 1208 1213 1214 1219 1224 1228

1235
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Page Likes
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MOBILE 
ECO DEPOTS 
RSC8 received funding from the Environmental Trust Fund to host several Eco Depots throughout 

the region. These one-stop-shop events are facilitated by Eco360 and allow residents to drop off 

bulky items and household hazardous waste at no charge. 

The goal of the Eco Depot program is to bring bulky and HHW collection into our rural 

communities and make these events more accessible to residents. This will help reduce illegal 

dumping within the region and provide additional opportunities to promote RSC8 programs to 

more residents. 

One event was held in 2021 with more events planned for 2022. 

This event was very successful and surpassed all expectations. Eco360 processed 346 vehicles and 

collected 21.19 tonnes of material. 

  

346 Vehicles
21.19 tonnes

HHW
6.47 tonnes

Bulky Waste
6.49 tonnes

181 Tires
2.3 tonnes

Metal
1.75 tonnes 
(6 cages)

Glass
0.25 bins

E-Waste
1 Cage

60 Appliances
• 23 TVs
• 9 Microwaves
• 8 Washers
• 5 Dehumidifiers
• 4 Air Conditioners
• 4 Freezers
• 4 Refrigerators
• 2 Stoves
• 1 Dryer

C&D Waste
6.82 tonnes

Cardboard
0.36 tonnes
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FINANCIAL 
INFORMATION 
The following table outlines the tipping fees at the Regional Waste Management Facility. 

Tipping fees for sorted waste have remained relatively flat while the differential between sorted 

and unsorted has grown to keep pace with increasing landfill fees. This structure is designed to 

incentivize ICI customers to consider sorting their waste, reducing the overall environmental 

impact associated with commercial waste. 

Unsorted waste is sent directly to the landfill and does not flow through Eco360’s recycling and 

compost plants, whereas sorted waste is processed through the appropriate stream to reduce 

the amount of material entering the landfill. 

 2020 2021 2022 

Sorted Waste $110 / tonne $110 / tonne $110.84 / tonne 

Unsorted Waste $143 / tonne $146 / tonne $153.16 / tonne 
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GEOMATICS 
The following GIS activities and projects were carried out over the past year. 

1) Mapping for Region 10 (St. Stephen Area) Waste Management Facility: This project is 

a joint project with Region 10 Waste Management Facility to produce mapping to identify 

the current location of permanent residences in the area for distributing and creating a 

pickup schedule for the recycle bins used for their garbage. 

2) Mapping for Region 10 (St. Stephen Area): Multiple mapping project (adjustments) for 

preparing the RSC10 boundaries, properties, infrastructures, etc. Basic updating is 

required periodically. 

3) Mapping for Region 12 (Woodstock Area): Multiple amendments and variances to rural 

plans in the area. 

4) Mapping for Region 12 (Woodstock Area): Multiple mapping project (amendments) for 

the RSC12 rural plans. Basic updating is required periodically. 

5) Mapping for Region 9 (St-John Area): Multiple amendments and variances to rural plans 

in the area. 

6) Mapping for Region 9 (St-John Area): Multiple mapping project (amendments) for the 

RSC9 rural plans. Basic updating is required periodically. 

7) Mapping for the new Hampton Rural Plan: The LSD of Hampton Rural Plan was being 

updated and required some changes to the mapping of the rural plan. 

8) Mapping for the new Waterford Rural Plan: The LSD of Waterford Rural Plan was being 

updated and required some changes to the mapping of the rural plan. 

9) Mapping for the new Johnston Rural Plan: The LSD of Johnston Rural Plan was being 

updated and required some changes to the mapping of the rural plan. 

10) Mapping for the new Sussex Rural Plan: The LSD of Sussex Rural Plan was being 

updated and required some changes to the mapping of the rural plan. 

11) District Property Layer Upgrading: District mapping of property required upgrading to 

maintain an accurate database. This work has been completed for the 2019 property 

layers (with property ownership and other information). Updated 3 to 4 times yearly. 

12) Road Network Updates: The road network requires upgrading to maintain an accurate 

database. This work is completed with road names, road types and other information. 

Basic updating is required periodically. 
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13) Mapping for Solid Waste Management: The ECO360 tool requires updates to be done 

throughout the year. Mapping for the haulers’ routes was needed for 2018. 

14) Mapping for Solid Waste Management: Better Waste Management Project. A study on 

the best routing for the haulers was created. It consists of mapping the road networks, 

population density and households of RSC8 to provide a better route for the Haulers. 

15) General Planning Support: GIS staff provides ongoing support to the Development 

Officers in their administration of Rural Plans and Basic Planning Statements. This 

responsibility ranges from heavy during the peak construction season to light in the off-

season. 

16) RSC8 Website: Updating and post new events on Website. 

17) Public Map Creation: Creation of maps from public inquiries. 

18) Other Miscellaneous Duties: Provide website updates and IT solutions for daily 

computer/printer issues and server upgrade. 

 



 

 

  

FINANCIAL & 

CONTACT 
INFORMATION 
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FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
Under the Regional Service Commission, each community pays for the services they receive 

through one service provider rather than a range of providers. 

Regional Service Commission 8 does not have the authority to tax service users.  Municipalities 

within our district are invoiced directly on a quarterly basis for the services they receive.  The 

Province is also invoiced quarterly for the services provided to Local Service Districts within Region 

8’s boundaries. 

 

Audited Annual Financial 

Statements 

The annual audited financial statements for 

2021 will be provided by Teed Saunders 

Doyle & Co. 

During 2021 a Request for Proposal was 

dispatched for the provision of audit services 

for the years 2021-2023. We are pleased to 

advised Teed Saunders Doyle was awarded 

the contract for the next three years. 

Per diems and expenses paid out 

to Board members 

Trustee and Board submitted and approved 

expenses – January 01, 2021 to December 

31, 2021 equate to $11,462.  

Tipping Fees Received  

In 2021 RSC8 set the tipping fees for sorted 

waste at $110 per tonne and non-sorted 

waste at $146. per tonne and received a total 

of 11,602 tonnes in residential, industrial, 

commercial and institutional waste 

combined. This revenue was used for the 

operations of the transfer station as well as 

programs and public relation costs 

associated with solid waste in Regional 

Service Commission 8. 

ETF funding 

ETF funding was granted in the amount of 

$40,000.  Details are included under Solid 

Waste Services. 

Other fees received 

Building permit and planning service fees are 

collected on behalf of the member 

Municipalities and Local Service Districts 

within our region.  These fees are returned to 

the members on a quarterly basis.   

The annual amounts returned for 2020 are: 

Village of Sussex Corner  $7,585.00 

Village of Norton  $9,022.00 

Local Service Districts  $100,055.00

 



 

 

27 Winter Street, Unit 2 

Sussex, New Brunswick 

E4E 2H9 

Telephone:  (506) 432-7530 

Toll free:   1-888-245-9155 

Email:  info@rsc8.ca 

Website:   www.rsc8.ca 

 




